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I. Introduction.

The Samish Indian Nation (“Samish Tribe”) requested negotiation 

of a fuel tax agreement with the Washington Department of Licensing 

(“DOL”) pursuant to RCW 82.38.310(1), a statute enacted by the 

Washington Legislature in 1995 to settle “chronic” federal court litigation 

between the State of Washington and federally-recognized Indian tribes 

over the State’s authority to tax fuel sales taking place within “Indian 

country.” The statute authorizes DOL to enter into fuel tax agreements with 

any tribe “located on a reservation within this state.” DOL denied the 

Samish Tribe’s request on June 21, 2018 because “the Samish Tribe does 

not have a reservation within the state.” Certified Appeal Board Record 

(“AR”) 035, CP 205. The Samish Tribe appealed to the Skagit County 

Superior Court, which affirmed DOL’s decision. The Tribe appeals. 

II. Assignments of Error.

Assignment of Error No. 1: The DOL and Superior Court erred in 

ruling that the Samish Tribe’s Campbell Lake trust property does not 

qualify as a “reservation” for purposes of eligibility to negotiate a fuel tax 

agreement under RCW 82.38.310(1). 

Assignment of Error No. 2: The Superior Court’s factual 

determination that the Upper Skagit Indian Tribe’s retail fuel station 

operated near I-5 is located on tribal trust land was arbitrary and capricious. 
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III. Issues Pertaining to Assignments of Error. 

Issue No. 1: Is the Department of Licensing’s interpretation of 

RCW 82.38.310(1) subject to de novo review by the courts, or is it instead 

subject to a deferential arbitrary and capricious standard of review? 

Assignment of Error 1. 

Issue No. 2: Is the meaning of “reservation” in RCW 82.38.310(1) 

plain on its face, or is it ambiguous such that resort to statutory aids to 

interpretation must be employed? Assignment of Error 1. 

Issue No. 3: Should the term “reservation” in RCW 82.38.310(1) be 

interpreted with reference to federal Indian law principles since the statute 

was enacted in response to federal litigation over state attempts to tax fuel 

sales transactions on Indian lands? Assignments of Error 1. 

Issue No. 4: Should tribal land that is defined by the dictionary, by 

federal case law, and by Washington state case law as an “established” or 

“informal” reservation be defined also as reservation for purposes of RCW 

82.38.310(1)? Assignment of Error 1. 

Issue No. 5: Should RCW 82.38.310(1) be interpreted consistent 

with the intent of the Legislature to end chronic fuel tax litigation between 

Washington Indian tribes and the State of Washington? Assignment of 

Error 1. 
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Issue No. 6: Is the Upper Skagit Indian Tribe’s fuel station located 

on fee land or on trust land? Assignment of Error 2. 

IV. Statement of the Case. 

 The Samish Tribe is a federally recognized Indian tribe. See 84 

Federal Register 1200, 1203 (Feb. 1, 2019) (Annual Bureau of Indian 

Affairs (“BIA”) list of Federally-Recognized Tribes). The Samish Tribe 

was a signatory to the 1855 Treaty of Point Elliott, see Samish Indian Nation 

v. United States, 419 F.3d 1355, 1359 (Fed. Cir. 2005). For reasons not 

germane to the present litigation, the Samish Tribe never moved to any of 

the reservations established by that treaty but instead stayed off-reservation. 

The Tribe obtained a 76.9-acre parcel of land known as the Campbell Lake 

property in Skagit County, Washington, in tribal “trust” status in 2004 

pursuant to §5 of the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act and its implementing 

regulations. See Stipulated Fact (“SF”) 13, CP 547; 25 U.S.C. §5108; 25 

C.F.R. Part 151; Declaration of Chairman Thomas D. Wooten, Jan. 23, 

2019, CP 621-626.  This trust parcel has not been designated by 

governmental action as a reservation. SF 8, CP 546 (“The Tribe does not 

currently have a ‘formal reservation’ with defined exterior boundaries.”). 

 Indian tribes and tribal members are generally exempt from state 

taxation within what is known as “Indian country.” See p. 28, infra. The 

State of Washington has been involved in chronic litigation with tribes 
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located within Washington’s boundaries over state taxation within Indian 

country since at least 1930. See pp. 4, 35 n.22 infra. In 1995, the 

Washington Legislature enacted RCW 82.38.310 to end this chronic 

litigation. See pp. 27, 34, infra.  

 RCW 82.38.310(1) authorizes DOL to enter into a fuel tax 

agreement “with any federally recognized Indian tribe located on a 

reservation within this state regarding fuel taxes . . . .” The term 

“reservation” is not defined in the statute. U.S. and Washington Supreme 

Court decisions hold that tribal trust land is “reservation” under federal and 

state law. See pp. 7-13, infra. The dictionary defines the term “reservation” 

to include tribal trust land. See pp. 24-25 infra. 

 DOL has entered into a fuel tax compact under RCW 82.38.310(1) 

with every Washington tribe that has requested one, DOL MSJ at 5 n.1, CP 

557,1 including one with a tribe who at the time of agreement had only trust 

land and no formal reservation. See p. 45-46 infra. In 2018, the Samish 

Tribe requested that DOL negotiate a fuel tax agreement with it pursuant to  

                                                 
1 Reference will be made in this brief to pleadings filed by the Samish Tribe and DOL in 
the Superior Court. The parties filed cross-motions for summary judgment. The Samish 
Tribe’s motion for summary judgment will be referred to herein as Samish MSJ, CP 524-
544; Samish Response, CP 598-620; and Samish Reply, CP 643-656. DOL’s summary 
judgment motion will be referred to as DOL MSJ, CP 553-573; DOL Response, CP 627-
637, and DOL Reply, CP 657-666. Other pleadings will be referred to individually. 
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RCW 82.38.310(1) for its Campbell Lake trust property. SF 1-4, CP 545-

548. Samish representatives met with DOL on June 10, 2018 to begin 

negotiations, at which time DOL informed the Tribe that it was not eligible 

to negotiate a fuel tax agreement, SF 5, CP 546. The DOL Director put this 

decision in writing on June 21, 2018, stating that the Samish Tribe “does 

not have a reservation within the state.” AR 035, CP 205.  

 The Samish Tribe appealed DOL’s decision to the Superior Court in 

Skagit County pursuant to RCW 34.05.570(4), other agency action, since 

no adjudication had been offered or taken place. SF 7, CP 546. The Samish 

Tribe and DOL filed cross-motions for summary judgment. The Superior 

Court on February 21, 2019, ruled in favor of DOL, holding that DOL’s 

interpretation of RCW 82.38.310(1) was not arbitrary or capricious.  RP 46, 

CP 670-672 (Order, dated Feb. 28, 2019). This appeal followed. 

V. Argument:  

A. Background: Interpretation of the term “reservation” in 
law. 

 
 RCW 82.38.310(1) was enacted to resolve a chronic tax dispute 

under federal law between the State and Washington tribes. Federal Indian 

law principles relevant to that legal dispute therefore are critical in 

interpreting statutory terms. The meaning of the word “reservation” in 

RCW82.38.310(1), and whether it includes tribal trust lands not formally 
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designated as a reservation is the dispositive issue in this appeal. The statute 

reads: 

(1) The governor may enter into an agreement with any 
federally recognized Indian tribe located on a reservation 
within this state regarding fuel taxes included in the price of 
fuel delivered to a retail station wholly owned and operated 
by a tribe, tribal enterprise, or tribal member licensed by the 
tribe to operate a retail station located on reservation or trust 
property. (RCW 82.38.310). 

 
The critical fact in this case is not in dispute. The Samish Tribe’s 

Campbell Lake Property is held in federal trust status.2 It has not been 

formally designated as an Indian reservation pursuant to treaty, 

statute, Executive Order, or the reservation “proclamation” provision 

of the IRA at 25 U.S.C. §5110. SF 8; CP 546. 

 The line dividing state and tribal jurisdiction is highlighted by 

the term “Indian country.” Tribes generally exercise governmental 

authority within their Indian country. States generally are prohibited 

from exercising jurisdiction over a tribe or tribal members within a 

tribe’s Indian country. See DOL MSJ at 2 (citing Okla. Tax Comm’n 

v. Chickasaw Nation, 515 U.S. 450, 459, 115 S.Ct. 2214, 132 L.Ed.2d 

400 (1995) (“Chickasaw”); Squaxin Island Tribe v. Stephens, 400 

                                                 
2 The Tribe had this property taken into trust status pursuant to Section 5 of the 1934 
Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) and its implementing regulations. 25 U.S.C. §5108 
(formerly 25 U.S.C. §465); 25 C.F.R. Part 151.  See Dec. of Thomas D. Wooten, CP 621-
626. Trust status means that title to the land is transferred to the United States to hold in 
trust for the benefit of the specified Indian tribe.  
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F.Supp.2d 1250, 1255 (W.D. Wash. 2005) (“Squaxin Island”) 

(“Unless Congress clearly provides otherwise, a State’s tax is not 

enforceable if its legal incidence falls on a Tribe or its members for 

sales made within Indian country. Chickasaw, 515 U.S. at 453, 459. 

The Supreme Court has adopted a categorical approach to determine 

whether tribes or tribal members may be taxed . . . .”).3  

 The term “Indian country” appears in 18 U.S.C. §1151(a), a 

federal criminal jurisdiction statute. The U.S. Supreme Court has 

applied the term also regarding tribal civil jurisdiction. DeCoteau v. 

Dist. County Crt., 420 U.S. 425, 427 n. 2, 95 S.Ct. 1082, 43 L.Ed.2d 

300 (1975). It is now the controlling term used to resolve disputes 

involving state and tribal authority. 

 There are three categories of land included within the 

definition of Indian country: 1. All land within the limits of an Indian 

reservation; 2. Dependent Indian communities; and 3. Indian 

allotments. United States v. John, 437 U.S. 634, 648, 98 S.Ct. 2541, 

57 L.Ed.2d 489 (1978) (“John”). The definition of reservation and 

whether that definition also includes trust land not part of a formal 

reservation is the issue in the present appeal. 

                                                 
3 See Everi Payments, Inc. v. Wash. Dep’t of Rev., 6 Wn.App.2d 580, 591, 432 P.3d 411 
(2018)(same). 
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 The U.S. Supreme Court in John directly addressed the issue of 

whether trust land qualifies as a reservation where the Court held, quoting 

United States v. Pelican, 232 U.S. 442, 449, 34 S.Ct. 396, 58 L.Ed.2d 676 

(1914): “The principal test applied [for determining whether trust land 

qualified as a reservation] was drawn from an earlier case (citation omitted), 

and was whether the land ‘had been validly set apart for the use of the 

Indians as such, under the superintendence of the Government.’” Id. John 

held that tribal trust land qualified as a reservation.4 Id. at 649.  

 This test was applied in a trilogy of U.S. Supreme Court decisions 

that held tribal trust lands that were not a formal reservation qualified as 

“informal reservations” under the definition of Indian country. Okla. Tax 

Comm’n v. Citizen Band of Potawatomi Tribe, 498 U.S. 505, 111 S.Ct. 905, 

112 L.Ed.2d 1112 (1991) (“Potawatomi”); Okla. Tax Comm’n v. Sac & Fox 

Nation, 508 U.S. 114, 113 S.Ct. 1985, 124 L.Ed.2d 30 (1993) (“Sac & 

Fox”); Chickasaw, supra, 515 U.S. at 453 n. 2. 

 In Potawatomi, 437 U.S. at 511, the Supreme Court rejected 

Oklahoma’s assertion that a Tribe was not immune from state taxes on trust 

land because that land was not part of a formal reservation: 

                                                 
4 It is important to emphasize that the Samish Tribe in this appeal is not asking this Court 
or DOL to formally proclaim the Tribe’s Campbell Lake trust property as an Indian 
reservation. The only issue the Tribe is asking this Court to resolve is whether its tribal 
trust property qualifies as a reservation for purposes of RCW 82.38.310(1). 
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The State contends that the Potawatomis' cigarette sales do not, 
in fact, occur on a "reservation." Relying upon our decision in 
Mescalero Apache Tribe v. Jones, 411 U.S. 145 (1973), 
Oklahoma argues that the tribal convenience store should be 
held subject to state tax laws because it does not operate on a 
formally designated "reservation," but on land held in trust for 
the Potawatomis. Neither Mescalero nor any other precedent of 
this Court has ever drawn the distinction between tribal trust 
land and reservations that Oklahoma urges. In United States v. 
John, 437 U.S. 634 (1978), we stated that the test for 
determining whether land is Indian country does not turn upon 
whether that land is denominated "trust land" or "reservation." 
Rather, we ask whether the area has been "'validly set apart for 
the use of the Indians as such, under the superintendence of the 
Government.'" Id., at 648-649 . . . . 
 

 In Sac & Fox, 508 U.S. at 123-25, the Court first used the term 

“informal reservations” to describe tribal trust lands as “Indian country”: 

But our cases make clear that a tribal member need not live on 
a formal reservation to be outside the State’s taxing jurisdiction; 
it is enough that the member live in “Indian country.” Congress 
has defined Indian country broadly to include formal and 
informal reservations, dependent Indian communities, and 
Indian allotments, whether restricted or held in trust by the 
United States. See 18 U.S.C. §1151. . . .  The Commission, 
however, contends that the relevant boundary for taxing 
jurisdiction is the perimeter of a formal reservation, not merely 
land set aside for a tribe or its members. . . .  We noted in 
[Potawatomi, supra¸498 U.S. at 511] that we have never drawn 
the distinction Oklahoma urged. (Emphasis added). 

 

 Finally, in Chickasaw, supra, 515 U.S. at 453 n. 2, after noting that 

“[the state] may not apply its motor fuels tax . . .  to fuel sold by the Tribe 

in Indian country,” concluded that the tribal trust lands in that case were a 

“reservation” under the definition of Indian country:  

“Indian country,” as Congress comprehends that term, see 18 
U.S.C. § 1151, includes ‘formal and informal reservations, 

https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-CW20-003B-S3GK-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-CW20-003B-S3GK-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-CW20-003B-S3GK-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-CW20-003B-S3GK-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-8R40-003B-S1FJ-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-8R40-003B-S1FJ-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-8R40-003B-S1FJ-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-8R40-003B-S1FJ-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-8R40-003B-S1FJ-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-8R40-003B-S1FJ-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-8R40-003B-S1FJ-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=statutes-legislation&id=urn:contentItem:4YF7-GP91-NRF4-42B4-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=statutes-legislation&id=urn:contentItem:4YF7-GP91-NRF4-42B4-00000-00&context=
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dependent Indian communities, and Indian allotments, whether 
restricted or held in trust by the United States.’ Sac and Fox, 
508 U.S. at 123.  
 
 

Under federal law, the Samish Tribe’s Campbell Lake trust property 

qualifies as a reservation and as Indian country.5 

 The Washington Supreme Court has also applied the holding in John 

and  reached the same conclusion – that tribal trust land is a reservation - in 

a trilogy interpreting RCW 37.12.010. State v. Sohappy, 110 Wn.2d 907, 

757 P.2d 509 (1988) (“Sohappy II”); State v. Cooper, 130 Wn.2d 770, 928 

P.2d 406 (1996) (“Cooper”); and State v. Jim, 173 Wn.2d 672, 273 P.3d 

434 (2012) (“Jim”). (RCW 37.12.010). Sohappy II based its holding on an 

earlier federal court case, United States v. Sohappy, 770 F.2d 816 (9th Cir. 

1985) (“Sohappy I”). In Sohappy I, the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals upheld 

federal prosecution of a Yakama Indian on tribal trust land under federal 

law because the criminal violation in question took place within Indian 

country. The Court held, citing John, supra: “It is evident, therefore, that 

the Celilo and Cooks Landing [trust lands] amount to ‘reservation land’ 

under the tests laid out in John and Pelican.” 770 F.2d at 823. 

                                                 
5 The Chickasaw decision was cited by the Attorney General’s Office as the reason to 
enact RCW 82.38.310 in both the legislative history of that statute in 1995 and in the 
State’s brief to the State Supreme Court in Auto United Trades Org. v. State, 183 Wn.2d 
842, 357 P.3d 615 (2015) (“Auto Trades”). See pp. 31, 32 and n. 19, infra. 

https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3RJ6-FCT0-003B-R0M9-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3RJ6-FCT0-003B-R0M9-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3RJ6-FCT0-003B-R0M9-00000-00&context=
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 Sohappy II involved state prosecution of a Yakama Indian for 

assault on a non-Indian police officer that took place on the same tribal trust 

land (the Cooks Landing “in-lieu” fishing site). After first stating that the 

state jurisdictional statute “must be construed in accordance with federal 

law,” 110 Wn.2d at 910 – the Court concluded that the Ninth Circuit’s 

holding in Sohappy I was persuasive and legally correct, id. at 911: 

The in-lieu site obviously is not within the original boundaries 
of the reservation itself described in the 1855 treaty; however, 
it is a part of a reservation for purposes of application of our 
state jurisdiction statute.  The Ninth Circuit has held that the 
Cooks Landing site is within an Indian reservation. 

 

 In Cooper, supra, the Washington Supreme Court held that trust 

land owned by an individual Indian as an “allotment” outside the boundaries 

of an established Indian reservation was not a reservation for purposes of 

RCW 37.12.010.6 The Court’s opinion did not distinguish between tribal 

trust land and individual trust land in reaching this conclusion.7 Id. at 778.  

                                                 
6 The Court held that U.S. Supreme Court decisions like Potawatomi and John were not 
controlling because they addressed federal criminal jurisdiction while state criminal 
jurisdiction under RCW 37.12.010 was at issue in Cooper. 130 Wn.2d at 779. The Court 
also distinguished Sohappy II by noting that since RCW 37.12.010 specifically exempted 
“lands within an established Indian reservation and held in trust” from the statute’s 
assumption of jurisdiction, it would render that language meaningless if trust land located 
outside the boundaries of an established reservation was also considered to be reservation 
land. Id. at 778-79.  
 
7 Federal law allows individual Indians as well as tribes to obtain land in trust status. See 
25 U.S.C. §5108; 25 C.F.R. §151.4.  Most individual Indian trust lands, however, were 
obtained pursuant to the 1887 General Allotment Act, 25 U.S.C. §331 et seq., which 
allotted millions of acres of tribal lands to individual Indians in an attempt to open Indian 
reservations to non-Indian settlement. See County of Yakima v. Conf. Tribes & Bands of 
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 Sohappy II and Cooper were reconciled in Jim, supra, involving 

state prosecution of a Yakama fisherman for taking fish on tribal trust land 

beyond the boundaries of the 1855 Yakama Treaty Reservation. Relying on 

Cooper, the lower court had convicted the fisherman on the ground that the 

tribal trust land in question was outside the Yakama Reservation. 173 

Wn.2d at 677. The Supreme Court reversed, holding that the land in 

question was “tribal” trust land and therefore an “established reservation” 

under RCW 37.12.010. Id. at 680. The Court reconciled Sohappy II and 

Cooper, finding that they “are not necessarily conflicting” because Sohappy 

involved tribal trust land while Cooper involved individual trust land. Id. at 

685. The Court held that “Maryhill is an established reservation held in trust 

for the tribe,” id. at 685, 688, and therefore the State did not have criminal 

jurisdiction over the property under RCW 37.12.010.8 

                                                 
the Yakima Indian Nation, 502 U.S. 251, 253-54, 112 S.Ct. 683, 116 L.Ed.2d 687 (1992) 
(the Yakima Tribe later changed its name to the Yakama Indian Nation). 
8 The Court held that while the 1855 Yakama Treaty reserved one large tract of land as a 
reservation for the Yakama Nation, “there is no indication in the law that ‘reservation’ 
means only a specific tribe's original treaty reservation. The State jurisdictional statute does 
not specify how or when the reservation of land must be established.” Id.  at 680-81. A 
Tribe may have several “established” reservations. Under RCW 37.12.010, individual trust 
land may qualify as being within a reservation if that land is located within an established 
tribal reservation, since the statute exempts all allotted lands held in trust and located within 
an established Indian reservation. Individual trust lands located outside the boundaries of 
an established Indian reservation would not be exempt from state criminal jurisdiction 
under RCW 37.12.010.  All tribal trust lands are considered reservations under Jim.  
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 Jim also held that federal law definitions of “reservation” control 

interpretation of the same term in state law, and that the term “reservation” 

is inextricably tied to the federal definition of “Indian country”: 

Federal law also strongly informs our conclusion that Maryhill 
is an established reservation for purposes of determining state 
jurisdiction. The federal definition of “Indian country” and 
the land on which the State has assumed criminal jurisdiction 
do not exactly align. Compare 18 U.S.C. § 1151, with RCW 
37.12.010. So whether land is Indian country for purposes of 
federal jurisdiction is not itself dispositive of whether the same 
land is within an Indian reservation for purposes of state 
criminal jurisdiction. However, the term “Indian reservation” 
appears in the federal definition of Indian country as one of 
three categories of land of which Indian country is comprised. 
18 U.S.C. § 1151(a). If a tract of land is considered Indian 
country because it is a reservation, see id., this informs whether 
such land is also a reservation for purposes of State jurisdiction 
under RCW 37.12.010. The term “reservation” is not defined in 
federal statute, though federal courts have had an opportunity 
to consider the matter. Because the very authority of 
Washington's statutory assumption of state criminal jurisdiction 
over Indian lands derives from federal law, see 25 U.S.C. §§ 
1321, 1323, the two schemes are necessarily related. 
 

173 Wn.2d at 681-82. The federal and state definitions of the term 

“reservation” are consistent and derive from a common federal source. 

B. Standard of Review: De Novo Review. 

 Interpretation of the term “reservation” is a question of law 

that involves “pure statutory interpretation.” State v. Zack, 2 

Wn.App.2d 667, 672, 413 P.3d 30 (Div. 3 2018). “The meaning of a  

https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=statutes-legislation&id=urn:contentItem:4YF7-GP91-NRF4-42B4-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=statutes-legislation&id=urn:contentItem:5BB3-W4J1-66P3-20TS-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=statutes-legislation&id=urn:contentItem:5BB3-W4J1-66P3-20TS-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=statutes-legislation&id=urn:contentItem:4YF7-GP91-NRF4-42B4-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=statutes-legislation&id=urn:contentItem:5BB3-W4J1-66P3-20TS-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=statutes-legislation&id=urn:contentItem:4YF7-GVK1-NRF4-435N-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=statutes-legislation&id=urn:contentItem:4YF7-GVK1-NRF4-435N-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=statutes-legislation&id=urn:contentItem:4YF7-GHV1-NRF4-44X2-00000-00&context=
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statute is a question of law that is reviewed de novo.” State v. J.M., 

144 Wn.2d 472, 480, 28 P.3d 720 (2001); City of Redmond v. Moore, 

151 Wn.2d 664, 668, 91 P.3d 875 (2004). “The agency’s 

interpretation of pure questions of law is not accorded deference.” 

Cougar Den, Inc. v. Dep’t of Licensing, 188 Wn.2d 55, 59, 392 P.3d 

1014 (2017), aff’d, ____ U.S. ___ , 139 S.Ct. 1000, 203 L.Ed.2d 301 

(March 18, 2019) (“Cougar Den”), citing Hunter v. Univ. of 

Washington, 101 Wn.App.2d 283, 292, 2 P.3d 1022 (2000). 

 This principle applies any time a court is reviewing a question of 

law decided by a lower court or administrative tribunal.9 DOL argued below 

that this controlling de novo review standard for questions of law does not 

apply in the present case because the Samish Tribe appealed under RCW 

34.05.570(4), “other agency action,” which does not expressly provide for 

de novo review of questions of law. DOL MSJ, p. 9, CP 561; DOL 

Response, pp. 6-7, CP 632-633; DOL Reply, pp. 1-2, CP 657-658. DOL 

                                                 
9 The origin of the de novo review principle is not clear. Following the chain of citations 
by the Washington Supreme Court back through earlier decisions, for example, reveals that 
the principle is taken from federal case law. E.g.,  Lewis v. Bours, 119 Wn.2d 667, 669, 
835 P.2d 221 (1992), citing MBM Fisheries v. Bollinger Mach. Shop & Shipyard, Inc., 60 
Wn.App. 414, 418, 804 P.2d 627 (1991), citing Shute v. Carnival Cruise Lines, 897 F.2d 
377, 380 (9th Cir. 1988), rev’d on other grounds, 499 U.S. 585 (1991), (several layers of 
citations omitted), citing Phoenix Title & Trust Co. v. Stewart, 337 F.2d 978, 985 (9th Cir. 
1964). See David G, Knobb, Fed. Ct, of Appeals Manual, 6th ed. 2013, §31.3 p. 767 
(“Questions of law are reviewable de novo. No rule states this, but it has always been the 
law.”) (citing Martineau, Appellate Practice and Procedure 367 (1997) (de novo review 
based on “long established principles of law and equity”)). 
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argued that the “arbitrary and capricious” review standard in RCW 

34.05.570(4) also applies to the Agency’s interpretation10 of the term 

reservation in RCW 82.38.310(1), id., because a separate subsection, RCW 

34.05.570(3)(d), governing review of agency adjudications, specifically 

incorporates an error of law standard. The Superior Court adopted DOL’s 

position in its Order below: 

And first of all, I do believe that the issue comes before the court 
on the administrative appeal under Section 4 of 34.05.570, 
subsection 4 the arbitrary and capricious standard. I also 
understand that under Section 3, the errors of law, the basis for 
that argument and I will address both even though I’m finding 
initially that it really comes before this Court on whether the 
Department’s actions were arbitrary and capricious. . . .  But I 
also think because we’re talking about statutory interpretation 
as part of whether this is arbitrary and capricious that this court 
has at least an obligation to comment on whether I believe the 
Department committed an error of law in its interpretation of 
the statute. 

 

RP, p. 42. 

                                                 
10 As the Samish Tribe has pointed out, Samish MSJ at 12 n.6, CP 535, DOL’s decision 
against Samish and the Agency record contains no interpretation of RCW 82.38.310(1). 
Interpretation of the statute has been presented only in the litigation position advocated by 
the Attorney General’s Office. This does not meet the administrative law standard of 
issuing a decision with sufficient reasoning to aid judicial review. The purpose of findings 
of fact is to ensure that the decisionmaker “has dealt fully and properly with all the issues 
in the case before he [or she] decides it and so that the parties involved” and the appellate 
court “may be fully informed as to the basis of his [or her] decision when it is made.” 
(Quotation marks and citations omitted.) In re LaBelle, 107 Wn.2d 196, 218-19, 728 P.2d 
138 (1986). Findings must be made on matters “which establish the existence or 
nonexistence of determinative factual matters…”. Id. at 219, 728 P.2d 138. The process 
used by the decisionmaker should be revealed by findings of fact and conclusions of law. 
Hayden v. Port Townsend, 28 Wn.App. 192, 622 P.2d 1291 (1981).  
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 This ruling conflicts with every Washington appellate 

decision that has applied the de novo statutory interpretation standard, 

including those reviewing “other agency action” under RCW 

34.05.570(4)(c).11 These cases demonstrate that the Superior Court’s 

decision in this case – that the arbitrary and capricious standard in 

RCW 34.05.570(4) applies both to the Agency’s interpretation of the 

statute the Agency’s record – is wrong as a matter of law. Different 

review standards apply under Washington law to interpretation of 

statutes than apply to review of an agency’s non-judicial actions.  

 This difference is highlighted by one modification the courts 

have applied to the general rule that questions of law are reviewed de 

novo. A number of cases hold that administrative interpretations of 

statutes may be given partial deference by the reviewing courts if the 

issue in question is within that agency’s particular or special 

expertise.  See Chi. Title Ins. Co. v. Office of the Ins. Comm’r, 178 

Wn.2d 120, 133, 309 P.3d 373 (2013): 

                                                 
11 E.g., Estate of Ackerly v. Wash. Dept. of Revenue, 187 Wn. 2d 906, 909, 389 P.3d 583 
(2017); Brown v. Dept. of Commerce, 184 Wn. 2d 509, 532, 544-45, 359 P.3d 771 (2015) 
(p. 532: statutory interpretation presents a question of law that we review de novo; 
pp.544-45: judicial review of agency record conducted under Section 570(4)(c)); Elec. 
Contr. Ass’n v. Riveland, 138 Wn. 2d 9, 19, 28-29, 978 P.2d 481 (1999) (p. 19: On 
questions of statutory interpretation, review is de novo; pp. 28-29: review of agency 
action is scrutinized under the arbitrary and capricious standard in Section 570(4)(c)); 
Pierce County v. State, 144 Was.App. 783, 804, 806, 185 P.3d 594 (2008); Alpine Lakes 
Protective Soc’y v. Dep’t of Ecology, 135 Wash.App. 376, 385, 392, 144 P.3d 385 
(2007); Children’s Hosp. v. Dep’t of Health, 95 Wn.App. 858, 864, 975 P.2d 567 (1999). 
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This court accord[s] deference to an agency interpretation of the 
law where the agency has specialized expertise in dealing with 
such issues, but [is] not bound by an agency’s interpretation of 
a statute. City of Redmond v. Cent. Puget Sound Growth Mgmt. 
Bd., 136 Wn.2d 38, 46, 959 P.2d 1091 (1998). The agency’s 
interpretation of pure questions of law are not accorded 
deference. Hunter v. U. of Wash., 101 Wn.App. 283, 292 (actual 
cite is 291 n.3), 2 P.3d 1022 (2000). 
 

See also Alpine, supra; Children’s Hospital, supra; Verizon NW, Inc. v. 

Employment Sec. Dep’t, 164 Wn.2d 909, 915, 194 P.3d 255 (2008); Macey 

v. Dep’t of Employment Security, 110 Wn. 2d 308, 313, 752 P.2d 372 (1988) 

(“substantial weight is accorded the agency’s view of the law if it falls 

within its expertise in that special field of law.”); Hillis v. Dept. of Ecology, 

131 Wash.2d 373, 296, 932 P.2d 139 (1997) (substantial deference only 

when determination is based heavily on factual matters that are complex, 

technical, and close to the heart of the agency’s expertise). 

 Overton v. Economic Assistance Auth., 96 Wn.2d 552, 554-55, 637 

P.2d 652 (1981) states this principle most forcefully: 

Where an administrative agency is charged with administering 
a special field of law and endowed with quasi-judicial functions 
because of its expertise in that field, the agency's construction 
of statutory words and phrases and legislative intent should be 
accorded substantial weight when undergoing judicial review. . 
. . We also recognize the countervailing principle that it is 
ultimately for the court to determine the purpose and meaning 
of statutes, even when the court's interpretation is contrary to 
that of the agency charged with carrying out the law.  . . . [B]oth 
history and uncontradicted authority make clear that it is 
emphatically the province and duty of the judicial branch to say 
what the law is. (Citations omitted; Emphasis added). 
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 Statutory interpretation and interpretation of complex Indian law 

issues are not within the special expertise of DOL. Two separate lines of 

precedent support this conclusion. First, the Washington courts have 

specifically held that statutory interpretation is not within the special agency 

expertise of any agency. N.W. Ecosystem Alliance v. Dep’t of Ecology, 104 

Wn. App. 901, 916, 17 P.3d 697 (2001) (“although the Agencies have 

specialized technical knowledge in the field of forest practices, they do not 

have special competence in general statutory interpretation ”). As the Court 

in N.W. Ecosystem concluded, id. at 916-17: 

Appellants are not seeking review of the Agencies' application of 
specific forest practice regulations or asking the court to interpret 
a technical regulatory or statutory term within the special 
competence of the Agencies. See Jaramillo v. Morris, 50 Wn. 
App. 822, 750 P.2d 1301 (1988) (whether a foot operation fits 
within the definition of an ankle operation involved interpretation 
of a term within the agency's expertise and was not a question for 
the court). Instead, the Appellants' claims require a determination 
of the Agencies' duties under the Act and of the validity of certain 
existing regulations. This requires an understanding of the rules 
of statutory interpretation and construction and knowledge of the 
applicable process for determining legislative intent, skills that 
are within the competence of the court . . . . See Am. Legion Post 
No. 32 v. City of Walla Walla, 116 Wn.2d 1, 5, 802 P.2d 784 
(1991) (interpretation of a statute is a question of law not within 
the special competence of an agency) . . . . 
 

 Second, no deference is due an agency’s interpretation of federal 

Indian law terms. The present appeal involves statutory interpretation of the 

term “reservation,” a term of art in federal Indian law. Interpretation of 

https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S3J-X9B0-003F-W321-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S3J-X9B0-003F-W321-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S3J-X9B0-003F-W321-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S3J-W0W0-003F-W3PW-00000-00&context=
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federal Indian law terms generally is the exclusive province of federal law.12 

See County of Oneida v. Oneida Indian Nation, 470 U.S. 226, 234, 105 S.Ct. 

1245, 84 L.Ed.2d 169 (1985) (“Indian relations [are] the exclusive province 

of federal law.”).  In Willman v. Washington Utilities and Transp. Comm’n, 

154 Wn.2d 801, 806-07, 117 P.3d 343 (2007), the Washington Supreme 

Court reviewed WUTC’s decision regarding a Yakama Nation franchise fee 

in utility bills imposed on non-Indians living on the Yakama Reservation. 

The Court reviewed the Agency’s decision under the “other agency action” 

standard of RCW 34.05.570(4)(c), but granted no deference to the Agency’s 

determination of federal Indian law issues: 

Determining the validity of an Indian tax law involves complex 
issues of federal law. Since such analysis is outside the 
expertise and normal review of the WUTC, it has adopted a 
standard that presumes validity unless clearly shown to the 
contrary by federal law. . . . We agree with the WUTC that 
instead of diving into the complexity of federal Indian law tax 
analysis, the WUTC and this court must primarily apply 
Washington state law, thereby requiring utilities to pay only 
prudent expenses. . . . By keeping in-depth federal Indian law 
analysis in the federal courts, the role of state administrative 
agencies is more clearly delineated. 

 

 

 

                                                 
12 Federal case law gives deference to interpretation by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the 
agency charged with authority over Indian matters. See Conf. Tribes of the Grand Ronde 
Community v. Jewell, 830 F.3d 552, 558-59 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (Cowlitz tribal casino); 
Samish Response Brief at 4 – 7, CP 602-605. 
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Washington cases have consistently deferred to federal interpretation 

of federal Indian law terms that appear in state statutes. See Cougar 

Den, supra, 188 Wn.2d at 59-61 (no deference to DOL’s 

interpretation of the 1855 Yakama Treaty); Sohappy II, supra, 110 

Wn.2d at 911 (“[o]ur jurisdictional statute must be construed in 

accordance with federal law”); Jim, supra, 173 Wn.2d at 680-84 

(“Federal law also strongly informs our conclusion.”; “Because the 

very authority of Washington’s statutory assumption over state 

criminal jurisdiction on Indian lands derives from federal law, see 25 

U.S.C. §§1321, 1323, the two schemes are necessarily related.”; “This 

Court [in Sohappy II] held that because Cook’s Landing is a 

reservation for purposes of federal law defining Indian country, it is 

also a reservation for purposes of determining State jurisdiction.”). 

 The Samish Tribe made these arguments below in its 

Response to MSJ at 11-13, CP 608-610, and in its Reply in Support 

of MSJ at 10, CP 652. 13 In enacting RCW 82.38.310(1), the 

Washington Legislature specifically intended to resolve a federal 

Indian law dispute. See p. 27, infra. Federal law should also govern 

the definition of “reservation” in RCW 82.38.310(1). Accordingly, 

                                                 
13 DOL incorrectly argued below that federal Indian law principles are irrelevant to 
interpreting RCW 82.38.310(1). DOL Response at 3, CP 629. 
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DOL’s interpretation of the term “reservation” in RCW 82.38.310(1) 

is not entitled to deference, and this Court must review DOL’s 

interpretation of the term “reservation” in RCW 82.38.310(1) de 

novo. 

 Even assuming for a moment that DOL’s interpretation of the 

term “reservation” in RCW 82.38.310(1) is entitled to some 

deference, Washington case law is very clear that the courts, not 

agencies, are the “final arbiters” of what a statute means. Elec. Contr. 

Ass’n v. Riveland, 138 Wn.2d 9, 19, 978 P.2d 481 (1999) (“On 

questions of statutory interpretation, the Supreme Court is the final 

arbiter.”); N.W. Ecosystem Alliance, supra, 104 Wn. App. at 916 

(“The court is ultimately responsible for determining the scope of an 

Agency’s authority . . . . “).14  

 The Samish Tribe argued that de novo review of DOL’s statutory 

interpretation of RCW 82.38.310(1) was the correct standard throughout the 

                                                 
14 This principle is supported by another principle, that administrative action is divided 
into two categories: judicial action and non-judicial action. Courts review administrative 
actions that are judicial in nature de novo, while administrative actions that are non-judicial 
in nature are subject to reversal only if the administrative action is found to be arbitrary 
and capricious. This distinction was addressed at length in Francisco v. Bd. of Directors of 
Bellevue Pub. Schools, 85 Wn.2d 575, 578-79, 537 P.2d 789 (1975), where the State 
Supreme Court held that judicial review of agency action that is administrative in nature is 
limited to whether it was arbitrary and capricious; if the agency’s action is judicial in 
nature, the courts exercise de novo review of the agency’s action. 
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proceedings below, Samish MSJ, pp. 13-14, CP 536-537; Samish Response 

at 21, CP 618; Samish Reply at 5, CP 647. The Superior Court disagreed 

and its decision on this point must be reversed. 

C. Statutory Interpretation Test.  

 The test for interpretation of a statute under Washington law has been 

stated numerous times, most recently in Cent. Puget Sound Reg'l Transit 

Auth. v. WR-SRI 120th N. LLC, 191 Wn.2d 223, 233-34, 422 P.3d 891 (2018): 

Our first priority in statutory interpretation is to “ascertain and 
carry out the Legislature's intent.” Dep't of  Ecology v. 
Campbell & Gwinn, LLC, 146 Wn.2d 1, 9-10, 43 P.3d 4 (2002). 
We first examine the plain language of the statute “as ‘[t]he 
surest indication of legislative intent.’” State v. Larson, 184 
Wn.2d 843, 848, 365 P.3d 740 (2015) (alteration in original) 
(quoting State v. Ervin, 169 Wn.2d 815, 820, 239 P.3d 354 
(2010)). To interpret a statute's plain language, we examine the 
text of the statute, “as well as ‘the context of the statute in which 
that provision is found, related provisions, and the statutory 
scheme as a whole.’” Id. (internal quotation marks omitted) 
(quoting Ervin, 169 Wn.2d at 820); see also Campbell & 
Gwinn, 146 Wn.2d at 11 (stating that “meaning is discerned 
from all that the Legislature has said in the statute and related 
statutes which disclose legislative intent about the provision in 
question”). We may not interpret a statute in a way that renders 
a portion “‘meaningless or superfluous.’” State v. K.L.B., 180 
Wn.2d 735, 742, 328 P.3d 886 (2014) (quoting Jongeward v. 
BNSF Ry. Co., 174 Wn.2d 586, 601, 278 P.3d 157 (2012)). Nor 
may we interpret a statute in a manner that leads to an absurd 
result. Estate of Bunch v. McGraw Residential Ctr., 174 Wn.2d 
425, 433, 275 P.3d 1119 (2012). 
 

 In Dep't of  Ecology v. Campbell & Gwinn, LLC, 146 Wn.2d 1, 9-

10, 43 P.3d 4 (2002), the Court went into greater detail about what is 
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included under the “plain language” test, reconciling a conflict in State 

Supreme Court statutory interpretation cases about whether anything 

outside the bare words of the statute could be considered in determining 

plain meaning. 146 Wn.2d at 10 (one line of cases states that the meaning 

of a statute can be derived only from the wording of the statute itself - 

statutory intent is relevant only where wording of statute is ambiguous; 

another line of cases states plain meaning looks at the statutory scheme as a 

whole). The Court held that the broader approach is better, Id. at 11-12:  

[T]he plain meaning is still derived from what the Legislature 
has said in its enactments, but that meaning is discerned from 
all that the Legislature has said in the statute and related statutes 
which disclose legislative intent about the provision in question. 
Upon reflection, we conclude that this formulation of the plain 
meaning rule provides the better approach because it is more 
likely to carry out legislative intent.  
 

The Court in Ecology quoted the discussion of plain meaning in 2A 

NORMAN J. SINGER, STATUTES AND STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION 

§ 48A: 16, at 809-10 (6th ed. 2000) (citations omitted), for its decision: 

These theories are unnecessary to the plain meaning rule, 
however, if the rule is interpreted to direct a court to construe 
and apply words according to the meaning that they are 
ordinarily given, taking into account the statutory context, basic 
rules of grammar, and any special usages stated by the 
legislature on the face of the statute. So defined, the plain 
meaning rule requires courts to consider legislative purposes or 
policies appearing on the face of the statute as part of the 
statute's context. In addition, background facts of which judicial 
notice can be taken are properly considered as part of the 
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statute's context because presumably the legislature also was 
familiar with them when it passed the statute. 
 

 “[I]f, after this inquiry, the statute remains susceptible to more than 

one reasonable meaning, the statute is ambiguous and it is appropriate to 

resort to aids to construction, including legislative history.  Cockle v. Dep't 

of Labor & Indus., 142 Wn.2d 801, 808, 16 P.3d 583 (2001); Timberline 

Air Serv., Inc. v. Bell Helicopter-Textron, Inc., 125 Wn.2d 305, 312, 884 

P.2d 920 (1994).” The Samish Indian Nation will now go through the 

elements of this statutory interpretation test regarding RCW 82.38.310(1). 

1. Plain Meaning Inquiry. 

 The first principle of statutory interpretation is: “A court begins its 

inquiry into determination of intent by looking at the plain meaning of the 

statute as expressed through the words themselves. Tesoro Ref. & Mktg. Co. 

v. Dep't of Revenue, 164 Wn.2d 310, 317, 190 P.3d 28 (2008).” State v. 

Zack, 2 Wn.App.2d 667, 672, 413 P.3d 30 (Div. 3, 2018). This appeal 

involves the meaning of the word “reservation” in RCW 82.38.310(1) and 

whether that term includes tribal trust land that has not been formally 

designated as a reservation. The term “reservation” is not defined. 

 Washington law begins the “plain meaning” inquiry by looking at 

the dictionary definition of a statutory term, especially “[w]here a term is  
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not technical . . . .” Burton v. Lehman, 153 Wn.2d 416, 422-23, 103 P.3d 

1230 (2005). The Washington Supreme Court usually refers to Webster’s 

Third International Dictionary in defining statutory terms. See Sanders v. 

State, 166 Wn2d 164, 171, 207 P.3d 1245 (2009) (“We accord a plain and 

ordinary meaning to terms that are not defined by a statute unless a contrary 

legislative intent appears. Cowiche Canyon Conservancy v. Bosley, 118 

Wn.2d 801, 813, 828 P.2d 549 (1992).”). See Jim, supra, 173 Wn.2d at 682 

(referencing Webster’s and Black’s Law Dictionary to define tribal trust 

land as “reservation.”), quoted immediately below. 

 Federal courts have also referenced Webster’s to interpret Indian 

law terms, including the term “reservation.” The Federal Court of Appeals 

for the District of Columbia held that the term “reservation” in a federal 

statute includes tribal trust lands, citing Webster’s:  

The dictionary defines “reservation” to be a “tract of public land 
set aside for a particular purpose (as schools, forest, or the use 
of Indians).” WEBSTER'S THIRD NEW INT'L 
DICTIONARY 1930 (1993). This definition surely 
encompasses both trust lands and formally designated 
reservations. Nothing in the United States Code is clearly to the 
contrary, for the term “reservation” has no rigid meaning as 
suggested by petitioners. 
 

Ariz. Pub. Serv. v. EPA, 211 F.3d 1280, 1293 (D.C. Cir. 2000). That case 

involved provisions of the Clean Air Act authorizing tribes to be treated as 

States for purposes of designating air quality areas. The D.C. Circuit upheld 
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EPA regulations that interpreted the term “reservation” in the Clean Air Act 

to include “trust lands”: “We also uphold EPA's construction of 

"reservation" to include trust lands and Pueblos.” Id. at 1284. See TOMAC 

v. Norton, 433 F.3d 852, 865 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (applying Webster’s Third 

Int’l Dictionary’s definition of “restore” to interpret a provision of the 

Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, 25 U.S.C. §2719). 

 As discussed earlier, the U.S. Supreme Court has defined tribal trust 

lands as “informal reservations” under the federal definition of “Indian 

country,” 18 U.S.C. §1151(a). See pp. 8-10, supra (discussing Chickasaw, 

Sac & Fox, and Potawatomi decisions). The Washington Supreme Court’s 

decision in Willman, supra, held that Washington courts should defer to 

federal court interpretation of federal Indian law terms. See pp. 18-20, 

supra. The Court in this appeal should defer to federal court decisions 

concluding that tribal trust lands are reservations under federal law. 

 The Washington Supreme Court in Jim, Cooper, and Sohappy II, 

supra pp. 10-13, interpreted a state statute, RCW 37.12.010, that included 

the undefined term “reservation,” holding that tribal trust land qualifies as 

an “established reservation” under the statute even though it also includes 

the term “trust lands.” 15. E.g., Jim, supra, 173 Wn.2d at 681-82, 687. The 

                                                 
15 As discussed above, see p. 12, supra, Jim reconciled the Sohappy II and Cooper decisions 
by holding there was a distinction between tribal trust lands and individual trust lands. This 
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Court also held that “Federal law also strongly informs” the interpretation 

of the term “reservation” in state law. Id. at 681, 684. The term “reservation” 

in RCW 82.38.310(1) should be interpreted consistent with all of the 

decisions of the United States and Washington Supreme Courts discussed 

above. Tribal trust land is a reservation under the term’s plain meaning. 

 As the Court’s decision in Sanders, supra (quoting Cowiche) 

requires, once the plain meaning of a term is established, that meaning 

applies unless a contrary legislative intent is shown. Either under that test 

or because the term “reservation” may be ambiguous (because it doesn’t 

expressly say “tribal trust land”), defining the Samish Tribe’s Campbell 

Lake trust property as reservation land for purposes of RCW 82.38.310(1) 

is consistent with the intent of the legislature.  

2. Legislative Intent; Legislative History. 

 What is now RCW 82.38.310(1) was enacted in 1995 to end chronic 

fuel tax litigation between the State of Washington and Indian tribes located 

within the State. Section 1 of the 1995 legislation says so expressly: 

Sec. 1.  The legislature recognizes that certain Indian tribes 
located on reservations within this state dispute the authority of 
the state to impose a tax upon the tribe, or upon tribal members, 
based upon the distribution, sale, or other transfer of motor  
 

                                                 
legal distinction between tribal and individual trust lands is important in analyzing the 
grammatical structure of RCW 82.38.310(1). See p. 37-44, infra. 
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vehicle and other fuels to the tribe or its members when that 
distribution, sale, or other transfer takes place upon that tribe's 
reservation.  While the legislature believes it has the authority 
to impose state motor vehicle and other fuel taxes under such 
circumstances, it also recognizes that all of the state citizens 
may benefit from resolution of these disputes between the 
respective governments. 
 

1995 Wa. Laws ch. 320 (HB 1273). 16 The history of fuel tax litigation 

between the State and Washington tribes and the reasons why DOL drafted 

and urged passage of RCW 82.38.310(1) are laid out in hearings that led to 

the passage of the Act, in the State’s briefing in the Auto Trades, supra, 

case, in the Auto Trades opinion itself, in Squaxin Island Tribe v. Stephens, 

400 F.Supp.2d 1250 (W.D.Wash. 2005) (“Squaxin Island”), and in the 

Samish Tribe’s motion for summary judgment below. 

 The U.S. Supreme Court has consistently ruled that States cannot 

tax Indian tribes or individual tribal members within “Indian Country”: 

“Unless Congress clearly provides otherwise, a State's tax is not enforceable 

if its legal incidence falls on a Tribe or its members for sales made within 

Indian country.” Squaxin Island, supra, 400 F.Supp.2d at 1255 (W.D. 

Wash. 2005) (citing Chickasaw, supra, 515 U.S. at 453, 459); Auto Trades, 

                                                 
16 See In re Adoption of T.A.W., 186 Wn.2d 828, 840, 383 P.3d 492 (2016) (“If the statute 
at issue, or a related statute, incorporates a related statement of purpose, our reading of 
the statute should be consistent with that purpose.” See Nationscapital Mortg. v. Dep’t of 
Fin. Insts., 133 Wn.App. 723, 736, 137 P.3d 78 (2006)). 
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supra, 183 Wn.2d at 845-46.17 This principle applies to any attempted 

imposition of state taxes.  

 In Washington State, DOL had just settled federal fuel tax lawsuits 

with two Indian tribes in 1994 and was expecting more suits to follow. See 

Samish Petition for Review, p. 9, CP 9, citing Confederated Tribes of the 

Colville Reservation v. DOL, No. CY-92-248-JLQ (E.D.Wash., Consent 

Decree, Aug. 24, 1994); and Teo v. Steffensen, No. CY-93-3050-AAM 

(E.D.Wash. Yakama Nation Consent Decree dated Nov. 2, 1994). CP 32-

70 (Decrees, Exs. 5 and 6 to Petition). The original legislative proposal for 

RCW 82.38.310(1), introduced on January 19, 1995 cited both these 

consent decrees as justification for the proposed legislation, Samish Petition 

for Review, pp. 9-10 (H.B. 1273, 54th Leg., Reg Sess., §2), CP 9-10, but 

was later amended so that future compacts had to be “substantially the 

same” only as the Colville Consent Decree. 1995 Wa. Laws, Ch. 320, §2. 

                                                 
17 The meaning of “legal incidence” is discussion further below. See p. 33 n.20, infra. 
The Chickasaw decision is particularly important in the present appeal because the 
Washington Legislature was aware of that decision at the Circuit Court level when it 
enacted RCW 82.38.310(1), and of the 1995 Supreme Court decision when it amended 
the statute in 1998, 2007 and 2013, leaving the operative language unchanged:“The 
Legislature is presumed to know the existing state of the case law in those areas in which 
it is legislating . . . .” Price v. Kitsap Transit, 125 Wn.2d 456, 463, 886 P.2d 556 (1994). 
See Finch v. Thurston Cty., 186 Wn.2d 744, 751 n.5, 381 P.3d 46 (2016) (“legislature is 
presumed to know the preexisting law”); T.A.W., supra, 186 Wn.2d at 850 (same). 
“Conflict over the State's power to tax fuels sold on tribal land has existed in this state 
since at least 1930.” Squaxin Island, supra, 400 F.2d at 845. 
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 DOL and DOJ representatives testified about the proposed 

legislation at a Senate Hearing. Hearing on SHB 1273 Before the S. Comm. 

on Transportation, 54th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Wash. 1995) (March 22, 1995). 

Transcript of Hearing attached as Ex. 1 to the Declaration of Kathleen 

Gargan, January 29, 2019, CP 577-91 (“ Sen. Hearing Transcript”).18 Jim 

Wadsworth of DOL and Jeff Lane and Fronda Woods of the Attorney 

General’s Office (testifying on their own behalf, not on behalf of the 

Attorney General’s Office) testified in favor of the legislation. They raised 

two essential points. First, they testified that without legislation, DOL likely 

lacked the authority to enter into fuel compacts with tribes outside the 

context of litigation, with its attendant costs, expenses and uncertain 

outcome. Sen. Hearing Transcript, pp. 6 (Wadsworth), 7 (Lane), 11 

(Woods), CP 581-83, 587. Second, the witnesses noted that this tribal-state 

fuel tax litigation was going on all around the country and that the states 

had not fared well in it. Id., pp. 6 (Lane), 11 (Woods), CP 582, 587.   

 The witnesses also testified that they thought the State had strongly 

protected its interests in the Consent Decrees negotiated with Yakama and 

Colville and supported the proposed legislation on the ground that any 

compacts negotiated with Washington tribes under the legislation would 

                                                 
18 DOL moved to strike this Declaration and Exhibits. DOL Motion to Strike, February 13, 
2019. The Court below denied DOL’s motion and admitted the Declaration and attached 
transcripts. RP 5-7. 
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include terms substantially similar to the Colville Consent Decree. Id. The 

intent of the legislation was to reduce the cost and uncertainty of federal 

litigation regarding state fuel taxation of tribes and tribal members, and to 

negotiate rather than litigate such disputes in the future. 

 More importantly, the Senate Hearing clarified what the Legislature 

intended regarding the tribal area covered by the legislation. Federal 

litigation involving attempted State taxation of tribes and tribal members 

had focused on the geographic area known as “Indian country,” which 

includes “reservations” as one of three categories. See p. 7, supra 

(Chickasaw and Sac and Fox decisions).  RCW 82.38.310(1) uses the term 

“reservation” instead of “Indian country” to define which tribes are eligible 

to negotiate fuel tax compacts. The central question is: Did the Washington 

Legislature in enacting RCW 82.38.310(1) intend to resolve all potential 

litigation with tribes in Washington within Indian country, or did it 

specifically intend to only address part of Indian country – reservations – 

while excluding the other areas of Indian country – allotments, informal 

reservations, tribal trust lands, and dependent Indian communities? 

 There is no indication in the legislative history to RCW 82.38.310 

of an intent only to resolve part of this legal dispute, or to restrict the 

coverage of the statute just to formal reservations. The only specific 

statement in the Senate Hearing, for example, is an intent to settle all 
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existing and potential litigation with tribes involving fuel taxation. The 

legislative history as set out in the Senate Hearing expresses a specific intent 

to include trust lands in the coverage of the statute: 

1. As discussed above at p. 23 and 28 n. 17, the Legislature is presumed 

to know about existing case law and facts when it enacts law. Jeff Lane of 

the Attorney General’s Office specifically informed the Senate Committee 

on Transportation about the recent Eighth Circuit Chickasaw decision and 

told the Committee that decision applied to tribes with only trust lands: “In 

a more recent case – the Chickasaw case of Oklahoma – where they don’t 

have reservations – the Eighth Circuit has found Oklahoma does not have 

the right to tax distributors to those tribes on those trust lands.” Sen Hearing 

Transcript at 6. CP 582.   

 DOL asked for legislation to amend the State’s fuel tax law in 1998 

specifically in light of the 1995 Supreme Court Chickasaw decision. 

Squaxin Island, supra, 400 F.Supp.2d at 1252:  

In 1998, the legislature made far-reaching amendments to the 
fuel tax collection system. (citations omitted). The State 
concedes that these changes were directed, in part, at avoiding 
the possibility that the legal incidence of the taxes would 
impermissibly fall on tribal retailers given the United States 
Supreme Court's opinion in Oklahoma Tax Commission v. 
Chickasaw Nation, supra.”). 19 

                                                 
19 The Chickasaw decision was also the basis for the Legislature’s decision in 2006-07 after 
Squaxin Island to move the legal incidence of the State fuel tax up the distribution chain to 
“the rack” in another attempt to avoid the rulings of the courts in Chickasaw and Squaxin 
Island. See Auto Trades, supra, 183 Wn.2d at 846-50 (history of legislation).  

https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S0D-H5N0-003B-R24T-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S0D-H5N0-003B-R24T-00000-00&context=
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2. Senator Morton questioned whether the proposed legislation 

extended to trust lands as well as reservation lands, and Assistant Attorney 

General Woods responded yes, Sen. Hearing Transcript at 3, 12:  

SEN. MORTON (p.3): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. One of you 
indicated that this is a problem only [on] reservations, and we 
need to clarify that it’s also on trust land, and that’s where in 
my district we’re also impacted very heavily with eleven pumps 
– on just trust land – way off the reservation. 
SEN. MORTON (p.12): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The trust 
lands are controlled with the same authority as the reservation 
by the council, is that true?  
MS. WOODS: Trust lands over which the tribe exercises 
governmental authority - so yes, as the consent decrees have 
been set up. 
SEN. MORTON: Are all trust lands then accounted by one or 
another reservation council in the state? 
MS. WOODS: We don’t know of any that [a]re not. 
MR. WADSWORTH: But at this point we’re speaking only 
with respect to these two tribes. There are probably 24 more 
tribes that we’ll have to deal with. 
 

3. Jim Wadsworth of DOL also responded to Senator Morton’s 

opening statement expressing concern that any proposed legislation needed 

to include trust lands as well as reservation, Sen. Hearing Transcript at 5, 

CP 581: “Both agreements (Yakama and Colville) cover the trust lands, 

lands that are not adjacent to the reservation so that we preclude stations 

popping up on a trust piece of property somewhere else, and then we have 

to go through litigation again to collect taxes.” (Emphasis added).  
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 The legislative intent behind RCW 82.38.310 is also discussed at 

some length in the Squaxin Island and Auto Trades decisions.20  

 The State’s own explanation of the legislative history, intent and 

purpose of RCW 82.38.310, appears in the State’s Brief filed in the 

Washington Supreme Court in the Auto Trades case. No. 89734-4, Brief of 

Respondents, July 11, 2014, 2014 WL 8187475.21 At pages 23-24 of its 

Brief, the State addresses “[t]he legal history leading to fuel tax 

agreements”: 

Federal law prohibits states from placing the legal incidence of 
state fuel tax on tribes or tribal members for sales made within 
Indian Country by tribal fuel outlets. Oklahoma Tax Comm’n v. 

                                                 
20 The context of these two cases must be briefly explained.  State taxation of fuel delivered 
to Indian country has been a long-running cat and mouse game. See p. 28 n. 17, supra 
(since 1930). As explained in Sac and Fox and Chickasaw, a state tax cannot be imposed 
on an Indian tribe or tribal members within Indian country. See p. 28, supra. Chickasaw 
for the first time stated directly that the “legal incidence” of a state tax determines whether 
that tax is permissibly imposed on tribes. Most state fuel taxes were originally imposed on 
the customer or on the retail fuel station. When those customers are tribal members or the 
fuel stations are tribal fuel stations (or fuel stations owned by tribal members) in Indian 
country, the State tax is prohibited. Chickasaw counseled that the solution to this 
prohibition was for the State to move the legal incidence of the state tax off-reservation. 
515 U.S. at 461-62.  If the State’s fuel tax is imposed before the fuel reaches the reservation, 
the tax is valid. The Washington Legislature post-Chickasaw in 1998 attempted to move 
the State’s fuel tax off-reservation to the distributor, but the federal court in 2005 in Squaxin 
Island held that the legal responsibility (and liability) to collect the tax was still with the 
on-reservation retailer and therefore still invalid. The State in 2007 then moved the legal 
incidence of the tax further up the distribution chain, to the “supplier.” This was the fact 
situation at the time of the Auto Trades decision in 2015. As is noted in Auto Trades, supra, 
183 Wn.2d at 844-51: “The fact that no court has ever analyzed whether the 2007 
legislation successfully moved the legal incidence of the tax off of tribal retailers is likely 
a consequence of the fact that since the legislation was passed, nearly all the litigation 
between the tribes and the State has been settled. . . . the State and the tribes seem to have 
largely settled (at least temporarily) their conflicts over fuel taxes . . . .”) (RCW 
82.38.310(1) agreements); Squaxin Island, supra, 400 F.Supp.2d at 1252-54. 
21 The State’s Brief, which is available in the Washington Supreme Court records, is 
entitled to judicial notice. The history of fuel tax agreements and the authorizing state laws 
in Washington are discussed generally at pages 3 to 10 of the State’s Brief. 
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Chickasaw Nation, 515 U.S. 450, 458-59, 461-62, 115 S.Ct. 
2214, 132 L.Ed.2d 400 (1995). Following the result of the 
Colville litigation and eventual imposition of the consent 
decree, the Legislature recognized the need for a different 
approach to state fuel taxes in Indian Country. As recognized 
by the Legislature: (quotation of Wash. Laws of 1995, ch. 320, 
§1, omitted - see p. 27 for quotation). The Legislature 
implemented this approach by authorizing the State to negotiate 
fuel tax agreements with Indian tribes. 
 

(Emphasis added). The focus of the Legislature’s enactment of RCW 

82.38.310(1) was on “Indian country,” not on “reservations.” There is no 

mention anywhere in the legislation history of an intent to limit the scope 

of RCW 82.38.310(1) just to state-tribal tax disputes on reservations; it 

authorized fuel tax agreements with all Washington tribes.22  

 This omission is also illustrated by the State’s discussion in its Auto 

Trades Brief of the “Key Elements of the Fuel Tax Agreements,” - “a 

                                                 
22 The State’s Brief in Auto Trades also makes the legislative intent to cover all of Indian 
Country explicit. The State’s Brief emphasizes the “chronic litigation” on this issue and 
how RCW 82.38.310 as amended has ended almost all such litigation. See State’s Brief at 
pp. 3 (“Washington’s fuel tax model created flashpoints with federal law recognizing tribal 
immunity from State fuel taxes being imposed on tribal activity within Indian Country. A 
long history of chronic litigation existed between the State and various Washington tribes 
over whether the State could require tribal retailers to comply with the tax at the pump 
model at tribal fueling stations within Indian Country.”); 6 (discussing the consequences 
of the federal court decision in Squaxin Island, supra, enjoining collection of state fuel 
taxes for fuel delivered to, received by, or sold by tribal retail fuel stations within Indian 
Country: “The preclusive effect of Judge Zilly’s ruling for other Washington tribes was 
obvious and other tribes were preparing to file actions for similar relief.”); 10 (discussing 
at pp. 9-10 the impact of the Legislature’s 2007 legislative changes moving the legal 
incidence of the State’s fuel taxes up the chain to the supplier/distributor level: “The 
chronic litigation between the State and the tribes over fuel taxes has all but disappeared 
since the current government-to-government agreements were authorized.”). The Samish 
Tribe is the only tribe that has been required to sue to get a fuel tax agreement under RCW 
82.38.310(1). 
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number of elements that (the Legislature said) had to be included in any 

new tribal fuel tax agreement.” State’s Auto Trades Brief at 11-12. The State 

lists the seven essential elements that must be in any new fuel tax 

agreement.23 Having a formal reservation is not one of those essential 

elements.  

 It is clear from the State’s Brief in Auto Trades that the focus of the 

State’s fuel tax disputes with tribes was on “Indian Country,” not on 

reservations. As the State’s Brief in Auto Trades characterizes this dispute: 

“A long history of chronic litigation existed between the State and various 

Washington tribes over whether the State could require tribal retailers to 

comply with the tax at the pump model at tribal fueling stations within 

Indian country.” State’s Auto Trades Brief, at 4. The State then quotes Judge 

Zilly’s final Order in the Squaxin Island Tribe v. Stephens litigation:  

As a matter of federal law, the State of Washington’s motor 
vehicle fuel taxes may not be applied to motor vehicle fuels, 
delivered to, received by or sold by any retail fuel station that is 
owned by an Indian tribe, tribal enterprise, or tribal member that 
is located within the tribe’s Indian Country.  
 
Defendant is permanently enjoined from imposing or collecting 
motor vehicle fuel taxes, or otherwise seeking to enforce RCW 
chapter 86.36 with respect to motor vehicle fuels, delivered to, 
received by, or sold by Plaintiff’s retail fuel stations within their 
respective Indian Country. 
 

                                                 
23 See id. at p. 2 (“RCW 82.36.450 and 82.38.310 appropriately direct the State to negotiate 
fuel tax agreements with the tribes, setting forth detailed requirements that every agreement 
must include, including mechanisms for ensuring compliance.”).  
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Id. at 5. (emphasis added). As the State characterized Judge Zilly’s ruling 

in Squaxin Island: “Judge Zilly ruled in favor of the tribes and enjoined the 

imposition of the State fuel tax on tribal land for tribal fuel retailers.” Id. at 

5. Tribal land includes tribal trust lands like the Samish Tribe’s Campbell 

Lake trust property. The legislative history of RCW 82.38.310 shows a 

consistent intent to resolve all fuel tax litigation between the State and 

tribes, and to include all tribal lands including tribal trust lands within the 

statute’s remedial scope. 

3. Arguments Raised by DOL Below Regarding Interpretation of 
RCW 82.38.310(1) that were Accepted by Superior Court:  
Appearance of the Term “trust property” in RCW 82.38.310(1). 

 
 DOL argued below that the term “reservation” in RCW 

82.38.310(1) cannot include tribal trust property like the Samish Tribe’s 

Campbell Lake trust property because the statutory provision also uses the 

term “trust property” later in the section, and different terms in the same 

statute must have different meanings. DOL MSJ at 1, 11, 16, 18, CP 553, 

563, 568, 570; DOL Response at 2-3, 5, CP 627-628, 630; DOL Reply at 5-

6, CP 661-662. DOL argued that because of this, the only permissible 

reading of the statute excludes trust property from being defined as 

“reservation.” Id. DOL also argued that the term “trust property” at the end 

of the statute modifies “tribe, or tribal enterprise” fuel stations as well as 
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fuel stations owned and operated by individual tribal members. DOL cited 

no grammatical rules or case law for its argument. 

 In contrast, the Samish Tribe argued that under basic rules of 

grammar, the term “trust property” in the provision applies only to 

individual tribal members who own and operate a fuel station on trust 

property and does not apply to tribal fuel stations. Samish Response, pp. 10-

13, CP 607-10; Samish Reply, pp. 4-9, CP 647-651. The Superior Court 

rejected the Samish Tribe’s interpretation of RCW 82.38.310(1) and 

adopted DOL’s interpretation, stating that DOL’s position was “common 

sense.” RP 44, 46. This ruling was clear error of law because it violated 

basic rules of grammar that control statutory interpretation. 

 The Samish Tribe agrees with general rules of statutory 

interpretation that meaning should be given to every word in a statutory 

provision, Cent. Puget Sound Reg'l Transit Auth. v. WR-SRI 120th N. LLC, 

191 Wn.2d 223, 233-34, 422 P.3d 891 (2018)(quoted on pp. 21-22, supra); 

and generally with the statement that “When the legislature uses two 

different terms in the same statute, courts presume the legislature intends 

the terms to have different meanings.” Densley v. Dept. of Ret. Sys., 162 

Wn.2d 210, 219, 173 P.3d 885 (2007). However, the two terms 

“reservation” and “trust property” in RCW 82.38.310(1) refer to different 

subjects in different contexts; they have different meanings without 

https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:5SY2-NDX1-F04M-C006-00000-00&context=
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divesting the term “reservation” at the beginning of the statute from also 

including tribal trust lands. Basic rules of grammar make this result clear. 

 Grammatical rules are an integral part of statutory interpretation and 

the Washington courts have applied basic rules of grammar in interpreting 

statutes. E.g., Darkenwald v. Emp’t Sec. Dep’t, 183 Wn.2d 237, 244-45, 

350 P.3d 647 (2015) (“When determining a statute's plain meaning, we 

consider ‘the ordinary meaning of words, the basic rules of grammar, and 

the statutory context to conclude what the legislature has provided for in the 

statute and related statutes.’” (citing In re Forfeiture of One 1970 Chevrolet 

Chevelle, 166 Wn.2d 834, 838-39, 215 P.3d 166 (2009)). See discussion of 

Dept of Ecology at pp.22-23 supra.24 

 The first part of RCW 82.38.310(1) addresses which tribes are 

eligible to enter into a fuel tax agreement – “any federally recognized tribe 

located on a reservation within this state.” The second part of the provision 

addresses what fuel is covered by the tax-sharing provisions of a fuel tax 

agreement – fuel delivered to “a retail station wholly owned and operated 

                                                 
24 See ANTONIN SCALIA & BRYAN A. GARNER, READING LAW: THE INTERPRETATION  OF 
LEGAL TEXTS 140, 161 (2012) (“Scalia & Garner”) (p. 140: Ch. 17. “Grammar Canon: 
Words are to be given the meaning that proper grammar and usage would assign them.”); 
p. 161 (Ch. 23. “Punctuation Canon: Punctuation is a permissible indicator of meaning.”). 
This treatise has been cited by the Washington courts. E.g., State v. Tyler, 191 Wn.2d 205, 
218, 422 P.3d 436 (2018). See Flora v. United States, 362 U.S. 145, 150, 80 S. Ct. 630, 4 
L.Ed.2d 623 (1960); U.S. Nat’l Bank of Oregon v. Independent Agents of America, Inc., 
508 U.S. 439, 454, 113 S. Ct. 2173, 124 L.Ed.2d 402 (1993). 
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by a tribe, tribal enterprise, or tribal member licensed by the tribe to operate 

a retail station located on reservation or trust land.” 

 The grammatical question that must be answered in interpreting the 

language of RCW 82.38.310(1) is whether the phrase “licensed by the tribe 

to operate a retail station located on reservation or trust property” at the end 

of the provision modifies just the term individual “tribal member” that 

immediately precedes it, or whether instead it modifies everything that 

precedes it – including “tribe” and “tribal enterprise.” Under accepted rules 

of grammar, the phrase at the end of the statute - “licensed by the tribe to 

operate a retail station located on reservation or trust property” only applies 

to the nearest referent term - tribal member, not to preceding referents offset 

by commas. Washington case law refers to this principle as the “last 

antecedent rule.” See Boeing Co. v. Dep’t of Licensing, 103 Wn.2d 581, 

587, 693 P.2d 104 (1985); Berrecal v. Fernandez, 155 Wn.2d 585, 591-94, 

121 p.3d 82 (2005); In re Sehome Park Care Center, 127 Wn.2d 774, 781-

82, 903 P.2d 443 (1995).25  

                                                 
25 Under this grammatical rule, the “qualifying phrase” only applies to the “immediate 
antecedent phrase.” Under RCW 83.38.310(1), the qualifying phrase “licensed by the 
tribe to operate a retail station located on reservation or trust property” only applies to 
“tribal member.” The cited cases say in order for the qualifying phrase to apply to all the 
antecedent phrases, not just the nearest one, there must be a comma immediately before 
the qualifying phrase. Sehome, 127 Wn.2d at 781-82. See also Judson v. Assoc. Meats & 
Seafoods, 32 Wn. App. 794, 800-01, 651 P. 2d 222 (1982); Davis v. Gibbs, 39 Wn.2d 
481, 483-84 (1951); In re Estate of Kurtzman, 65 Wn.2d 260, 264, 396 P. 2d 786 (1964). 
Under this grammatical rule, RCW 82.38.310(1) would have to read with an added 
comma (underlined and bold) as follows to have DOL’s asserted meaning: “ . . . 
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RCW 82.38.310(1) is “translated” in grammatically correct fashion 

as follows: 

The governor may enter into an agreement with any federally 
recognized Indian tribe located on a reservation within this state 
regarding fuel taxes included in the price of fuel delivered to a 
retail station wholly owned and operated by a tribe, a retail 
station wholly owned and operated by a tribal enterprise, or a 
retail station wholly owned and operated by a tribal member 
licensed by the tribe to operate a retail station located on 
reservation or trust property. 

This restructuring by Samish repeats the phrase “retail station wholly owned 

and operated” to apply to all three reference terms following it, as grammar 

requires. The postpositive phrase at the end of the provision - licensed by 

the tribe to operate a retail station located on reservation or trust property – 

only modifies the nearest referent under the last antecedent rule – tribal 

members. This makes sense because “a retail station wholly owned and 

operated by a tribe [or] tribal enterprise”26 and “licensed by the tribe” 

otherwise would be redundant. Only fuel stations owned and operated by 

an individual tribal member need to be “licensed by the tribe.” As discussed 

regarding fuel taxes included in the price of fuel delivered to a retail station wholly 
owned and operated by a tribe, tribal enterprise, or tribal member, licensed by the tribe to 
operate a retail station located on reservation or trust property.” It is not written that way. 
Scalia & Garner says it is a misnomer to call this grammar rule the last antecedent rule, 
that it should be named the “Nearest Reasonable Referent” rule instead. Scalia & Garner, 
supra, at 144-46, 152-53. 

26 Tribal enterprises are considered to be “arms” of the tribe. See Wright v. Colville Tribal 
Enterprise Corp., 159 Wn.2d 108, 112-14, 147 P.3d 1275 (2006), citing N. Sea Prods., Ltd. 
v. Clipper Seafoods Co., 92 Wn.2d 236, 240, 595 P.2d 938 (1979).
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above, an individual tribal member’s trust property may or may not qualify 

as reservation land, necessitating use of both terms in the state statute to 

cover all individual trust land. See p.12 n.8, supra.  

 The U.S. Supreme Court interpreted a statute similarly constructed 

to RCW 82.38.310(1) and construed it as the Samish Tribe argues. United 

States v. Ron Pair Enters, Inc.¸489 U.S. 235, 241-42, 109 S.Ct. 1026, 103 

L.Ed.2d 290 (1989), citing and quoting Best Repair Co. v. United States, 

789 F.2d 1080, 1081-82 (4th Cir. 1986).27 There was no dispute in that case 

that “reasonable fees, costs, or charges” could only be allowed if covered 

by the modifying language at the end of the provision – “provided for under 

the agreement.” The question in that case was whether “interest on such 

claim,” set off from “reasonable fees, costs, or charges” by a comma, was 

also subject to recovery only if provided for in an agreement. The Supreme 

Court said no: 

The natural reading of the phrase entitles the holder of an 
oversecured claim to postpetition interest and, in addition, gives 
one having a secured claim created pursuant to an agreement 
the right to reasonable fees, costs, and charges provided for in 
that agreement. Recovery of postpetition interest is unqualified.  
Recovery of fees, costs, and charges, however, is allowed only 
if they are reasonable and provided for in the agreement under 
which the claim arose.  Therefore, in the absence of an 
agreement, postpetition interest is the only added recovery 

                                                 
27 Ron Pair involved §506 of the Bankruptcy Act, which stated:"[T]here shall be allowed 
to the holder of such claim, interest on such claim, and any reasonable fees, costs, or 
charges provided for under the agreement under which such claim arose." 489 U.S. at 241. 
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available. . . . This reading is also mandated by the grammatical 
structure of the statute.  The phrase "interest on such claim" is 
set aside by commas, and separated from the reference to fees, 
costs, and charges by the conjunctive words "and any." As a 
result, the phrase "interest on such claim" stands independent of 
the language that follows.  "[I]nterest on such claim" is not part 
of the list made up of "fees, costs, or charges," nor is it joined 
to the following clause so that the final "provided for under the 
agreement" modifies it as well.  See Best Repair Co. v. United 
States, 789 F. 2d, at 1082. The language and punctuation 
Congress used cannot be read in any other way.  By the plain 
language of the statute, the two types of recovery are distinct. 
 

489 U.S. at 242-42.28 

 The Supreme Court in Ron Pair went on to the extraordinary 

exercise of rewriting §506 of the Bankruptcy Act to show how it would read 

as argued by the losing party in that case – to make the “agreement” 

language of the provision apply to all of the terms before it in the section, 

including interest claims. It did this by putting it at the beginning of the 

provision:  

[H]ad Congress intended to limit postpetition interest to 
consensual liens, § 506(b) could have said: “there shall be 
allowed to the holder of such claim, as provided for under the 
agreement under which such claim arose, interest on such claim 
and any reasonable fees, costs or charges.” 
 

                                                 
28 See Scalia & Garner, supra, at 140-43 (Grammar Canon); 116 – 125 
(Conjunctive/Disjunctive Canon). The grammatical interpretation of RCW 82.38.310(1) is 
even more straightforward because the reference terms are disjunctive (“or creates 
alternatives”) rather than conjunctive as in Ron Pair. Id. 

https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-6500-0039-P38P-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-6500-0039-P38P-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-6500-0039-P38P-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-6500-0039-P38P-00000-00&context=
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=cases&id=urn:contentItem:3S4X-6500-0039-P38P-00000-00&context=
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489 U.S. at 242 n.4. See Best Repair, supra, 789 F.2d at 1082 n.2 (Fourth 

Circuit engages in the same drafting exercise); Jim, supra, 173 Wn.2d at 

680 n.3 (Washington Supreme Court engages in similar redrafting exercise 

for RCW 37.12.010). 

 Applying this rule to onstruct RCW 82.38.310(1) as DOL argues it 

should be interpreted – applying the term “trust property” to all the 

preceding referents, it would look like this (additions underline and bold; 

deletions strikethrough): 

 The governor may enter into an agreement with any federally 
recognized Indian tribe located on a reservation within this state 
regarding fuel taxes included in the price of fuel delivered to a 
retail station located on reservation or trust property wholly 
owned and operated by a tribe, tribal enterprise, or tribal 
member licensed by the tribe to operate a retail station located 
on reservation or trust property. 

It was not. DOL’s asserted interpretation of RCW 82.38.310(1) as enacted 

is contrary to law and violates the grammatical rules discussed above. Under 

these rules, the term “trust property” in RCW 82.38.310(1) modifies only a 

“tribal member licensed by the tribe to operate a retail station.” The 

preceding terms – “tribe or tribal enterprise” - “stand independent” from 

“trust property” at the end of the statute. See Ron Pair, 489 U.S. at 241. 

The State of Washington, in a related context, agrees with the 

Samish Tribe’s reading of RCW 82.38.310(1). In the Auto Trades litigation, 

supra, the State interpreted RCW 82.38.310(1) as follows: “The refunds 
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negotiated are specifically for fuel purchased by tribes, tribally-owned and 

operated retail stations, or tribal members licensed by the tribes to operate 

retail stations located on reservation or trust property.” State’s Auto Trades 

Brief, p. 11. This reconstruction of the statute by DOL sets tribes and tribal 

enterprises off from individual tribal members. 

 DOL’s argument that appearance of the terms “reservation” and 

“trust property” in the same statute must mean they have different meanings 

is also contradicted by the decisions of the Washington Supreme Court in 

Jim, Cooper, and Sohappy II, supra. Those cases involved interpretation of 

Washington’s Public Law 280 statute, RCW 37.12.010, which includes 

both the terms “reservation” and “trust” lands at different spots. (“such 

assumption of jurisdiction shall not apply to Indians when on their tribal 

lands or allotted lands within an established Indian reservation and held in 

trust by the United States. …”).  The Washington Supreme Court in the 

culmination of those three cases held that tribal trust lands located outside 

a tribe’s original treaty reservation not only were “reservation,” but 

“established reservation,” despite the fact that “reservation” and “trust 

lands” appear separately in the statute. Jim, supra, 173 Wn.2d at 680-81. 

 Additionally, the correct reading of RCW 82.38.310(1) is reflected 

by operative facts in the record.  First, DOL negotiated a fuel tax agreement 

with the Stillaguamish Tribe in 2011, which only had trust property, not a 
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“formal” reservation. Samish MSJ, p. 19, n. 12, CP 542.  See AR 12-23, CP 

182-193. (Stillaguamish Agreement).  DOL claims that this was an “outlier”

agreement, DOL MSJ, p. 5, CP 557, see Samish Response, p. 8, n.8, CP 

605, but that assertion is not documented anywhere in the record.29 It was a 

fuel tax agreement entered into by DOL with no qualifications. The factual 

background of Stillaguamish’s 2011 fuel tax agreement with DOL was the 

same as the Samish Tribe’s factual situation, yet DOL refused to negotiate 

a fuel tax agreement with Samish.30 

Second, as the Samish Tribe demonstrated below, many of the fuel 

tax agreements that exist between DOL and Washington tribes use different 

definitions of “reservation” than that now argued by DOL. See Samish MSJ, 

pp. 18-19 and n.12, CP 541-42 (“Indian country;” “definition of reservation 

includes trust land;”). See AR 59-353, CP 229-523 (copies of all existing 

29 DOL argued below that the remainder of the tribes in Washington with which it entered 
into fuel tax agreements had reservations “established by federal law,” but that fact is a 
reflection only of the factual situation of each tribe, not of any stated or specific drafting 
intent by the Legislature. See DOL MSJ, p. 5, n.1, CP 557 (list of fuel tax agreements). 

30 DOL also argues that Stillaguamish’s fuel tax agreement was cleaned up when 
Stillaguamish had its trust land proclaimed as a reservation by the Secretary of Interior in 
2014 pursuant to 25 U.S.C. §5110, but the record does not reflect any connection between 
that proclamation and RCW 82.38.310(1) (E.g., a demand from DOL that such a 
proclamation be obtained or the fuel tax agreement would be terminated). Tribes obtain 
reservation proclamations for many reasons, such as to qualify for federal funding. See 
Samish Response, p. 7, n.6, CP 604. There is no connection between tribal trust land 
qualifying as a reservation and formal proclamation of a reservation under §5110. See 
Samish Response at pp. 3–9, CP 600-06; Aitken County, Minnesota v. Acting Midwest 
Regional Director, BIA, 47 IBIA 99, 104-07 (2008); County of San Diego, California v. 
Pacific Regional Director, 58 IBIA 11, 29 (2013), opinions attached to Samish’s Response 
Brief as exhibits. 
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fuel tax compacts). DOL has taken no steps to change any of these existing 

fuel tax agreements to conform with its litigation position in this appeal. 

 Third, if tribes indeed were limited to operating retail fuel stations 

under RCW 82.38.310(1) only on reservation and trust land as DOL argues, 

there would be no tribal fuel stations being operated on fee land.  This is not 

what is taking place. Skagit County in its amicus brief presented facts 

showing that the Upper Skagit Indian Tribe in Skagit County operates a fuel 

station on fee land under its fuel tax agreement with DOL, not on trust land. 

Skagit County Amicus Brief, p. 4 n. 1 and 2, CP 642. Based on information 

and belief, but not developed below because DOL did not conduct an 

adjudication, other tribes also operate retail fuel stations under their 

agreements on fee land. These tribal fuel stations on fee land can be justified 

only if RCW 82.38.310(1) is read as Samish interprets it. 

 The Superior Court made an erroneous factual finding below 

regarding this fact. It held that DOL’s interpretation of the statute was 

correct because the Upper Skagit Indian Tribe’s fuel station was located on 

trust land: 

 So to me, [the language of RCW 82.38.310(1)] means that, 
first of all, we need a reservation before we can start negotiating 
the fuel tax. And secondly, once we’ve done that, it may be that 
the actual fuel, the licensed and operated station may be on 
either the actual reservation or, if the tribe with a reservation 
has additional property, trust property, then the fuel may also 
be delivered there.  
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 I believe that’s the case with Skagit County on some 
properties, I think specifically the Upper Skagit has a 
reservation located east of Cedar-Woolley[Sedro-Wooley] and 
has a fuel station located on I-5 near its gaming facility. And 
that’s exactly what that language means to me. The fuel station 
doesn’t have to be located on the reservation. It can be, or it can 
be located on trust property. 

RP, p. 45. 

The Superior Court apparently misread the County’s amicus brief. 

There is no evidence in the record to support this factual finding by the 

Superior Court. As Skagit County showed, Upper Skagit’s fuel station is 

located on fee property. The Superior Court’s decision in favor of DOL is 

therefore based on an incorrect factual finding. That finding was arbitrary 

and capricious under RCW 34.05.570(4) because it was “taken without 

regard to the attending facts.” Hillis v. Dep’t of Ecology, 131 Wn.2d 373, 

383, 932 P.2d 139 (1997), and must be overturned. 

VI. Conclusion.

This whole dispute is extremely puzzling to the Samish Tribe. 

Samish attempted to enter into a cooperative relationship with the State of 

Washington to obtain a fuel tax agreement under RCW 82.38.310(1) rather 

than litigate the issue of whether the State can tax fuel sales on the Tribe’s 

Campbell Lake trust property. If the Samish Tribe opens a fuel station there 

--
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without a fuel tax agreement 31 we would be right back in the cycle of fuel 

tax litigation, with the State trying to figure out how to impose and collect 

fuel taxes on Samish sales of fuel to non-Indian and non-member Indians. 

Under federal law, it is clear that the State would be without a legal remedy.  

 The Tribe’s trust property qualifies as a reservation under the 

dictionary definition of that term, under federal case law, under State case 

law and as a matter of statutory interpretation. The intent of the Legislature 

in enacting RCW 82.38.310(1) was to settle this kind of legal dispute within 

Indian country, which includes the Samish Tribe’s trust property. DOL has 

entered into a fuel tax agreement with every other Washington tribe that has 

requested one. But for some reason, for Samish, DOL is stretching the law, 

facts, and statutory interpretation principles to avoid entering into a fuel tax 

agreement with it. Why? The Samish Tribe has no answer to that question. 

 Normally, the remedy would be to reverse the Agency’s decision for 

reconsideration in light of the correct law.  But given the Agency’s extreme 

position in this matter, it is apparent that DOL would only come up with 

another, equally spurious reason to refuse to negotiate a fuel tax agreement  

                                                 
31 If DOL is not required to enter into a fuel tax agreement with the Samish Tribe in this 
appeal, the Tribe, under the new Dept. of Licensing v. Cougar Den, Inc., ___ U.S. ___, 
139 S.Ct. 1000, 203 L.Ed.2d 301 (2019) Supreme Court decision, will open a fuel station 
on its trust land, import fuel from out of State, and not share any tax proceeds with the 
State. If that is the option DOL wants, so be it. 
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with the Samish Tribe as required by RCW 82.38.310(1). The Tribe 

therefore requests that this Court, after construing  RCW 82.38.310(1) and 

declaring that the Samish Tribe’s Campbell Lake trust property is 

reservation for purposes of the statute and that the Samish Tribe is eligible 

to enter into a fuel tax agreement thereunder, order DOL to negotiate a fuel 

tax agreement with the Samish Tribe without further delay.  

Submitted this 9th day of July 2019. 
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